HIV infection dynamics and intervention experiments in linked risk groups.
A multigroup transmission model is described to study the spread of the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) in linked risk groups. The model permits simultaneous investigation of the increase in the number of persons infected with HIV in three main risk groups: promiscuous homo/bisexual men (two levels of promiscuity), intravenous drug users (men and women) and promiscuous heterosexual men and women. Three modes of transmission are considered: anal and vaginal intercourse and needle sharing. The high dimensional parameter space is connected with the HIV incidence through a transmission matrix. This matrix summarizes the annual effective contact rates due to the three transmission modes. The model helps to clarify which data are needed to disentangle the relative contribution of the within- and between-group transmission routes. The model can be used to perform theoretical experiments. Given a specification of a baseline, the potential use of the model is illustrated by a simulation describing the effect of blocking the transmission through needle sharing. Reference is made to the HIV/AIDS epidemic in The Netherlands. The results of the study show that the model can play a part in the classification of HIV prevalence patterns in linked risk groups, in the study of the interaction between the main risk groups and in the theoretical evaluation of intervention measures.